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When in 1555 Paul IV issued the bull Cum Nimis Absurdum and established the Roman
ghetto, an irremediable tear was created in the millennial history of the Jewry of Rome. On
that 14th of July the pope rendered tangible the decision of the Catholic Church to
inaugurate a massive policy of conversion, through a strategy of “inclusive exclusion.”
Strained by the winds of the Reformation, the Roman Church was putting into effect the
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reaction that characterized the Counter-Reformation. The attempt to convert the Jews was
not a secondary element in the propaganda at a religious and political level, because it would
have constituted proof of the Church’s capacity to control and permeate society. In contrast
with the Spanish expulsion, and due to doctrinal traditions, the Holy See chose physical
segregation over force. The pope would not expel the Jews, but they were to be confined in
the ghetto from sunset to dawn and their professional and social opportunities were to be so
threatened that accepting baptism would become the only alternative.

Both books deal with the Jewish reaction and examine how the community could
survive the trauma thanks to strategies put into practice during the second half of the
century. Initially skeptical regarding the effectiveness of this measure, and apparently not
completely aware of its impact, Roman Jewry during the next thirty years had to find
solutions to cope with the papal attempt to alter their identity and self-perception. The
success of their resistance lay in their ability to refurbish tools that allowed them to
maintain their dual identity as Jews and as Romans. This was made possible with a clever
and strategic use of instruments also current among the Christian majority but revised
into a Jewish perspective in order to reinforce group identity. It was a selective
incorporation strategy that led to a “conservative acculturation,” which guaranteed the
survival of the jeopardized community for over three centuries.

To examine this process, Stow explores the cultural history of the Roman Jews in the
sixteenth century, while Di Nepi takes advantage of his work (and of the more recent
historiography) to enhance her outline of the social history of those women and men—
a matter of no less importance and capable of illuminating aspects of their lives with
a strong impact on the community equilibrium. In contrast to the impalpable subject
analyzed by Stow, Di Nepi works on a more concrete level, as she describes the social
changes that occurred in the Jewish community of Rome after the walls and the doors of
the ghetto were closed around its people.

It is methodologically interesting to underscore that both historians based their
research largely on the same source material, namely the archival series Notai ebrei,
consisting of a unique series of some 8,000 deeds written — mostly in Hebrew — by
Roman Jewish notaries between 1530–1640. In particular, both stress the importance of
a specific type of contract: arbitration. On the one hand, Stow demonstrates its role in
the above-mentioned process of “conservative acculturation,” while on the other, Di
Nepi describes its effective consequences in everyday life. If group identity was
endangered, it was necessary to identify a filter to cope with external stimuli and
reelaborate them, with flexibility, into their own microculture. This made it possible to
solve internal conflicts and to avoid potentially disruptive external intervention.

Stow’s book consists of the Italian translation of hisTheater of Acculturation: The Roman
Ghetto in the Sixteenth Century, which was based on lectures delivered at Smith College in
1996 and originally published in 2001, now featuring a new preface and an updated
bibliography. During more than a decade since its first publication, this work has had
a stimulating effect on the historiography of various fields. Its wide circulation, not only
among historians, suggests that this brief reexamination of the author’s previous vast
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productionon the subject successfully transmitted the results of his researches. As the author
had originally hoped, the book has proved the importance of its thesis also in the light of
a sociological reading.

Di Nepi focuses on the transformation of the community’s social structure. The first
two chapters describe the situation of Roman Jewry from the time of the arrival of the
Iberian exiles to 1555. A series of traumatic events anticipated the segregation and
created reasons for conflict and concern among the Jewish population. First of all, the
influx of Spanish Jews caused tension between the Roman element and newcomers. The
situation was sharpened by increasing anti-Semitism. Only the reform of the
community’s internal statute in 1524 could placate internal conflict somewhat, with
a more equal hierarchical organization of the ruling group, headed by bankers. But
anxiety was heightened by direct attacks, such as the burning of the Talmud in 1533.
Within the group, feelings of fear and anxiety were reinforced by the incorporation of
cultural elements typical of the majority, even — paradoxically — those related to the
worst accusations levied against Jews.

The second part of Di Nepi’s work focuses on the main objective of this study: how
the Jewry was affected at a social level by the new conditions imposed by the ghetto. The
author describes the composition of the leading group and exhaustively explains how its
membership could be renewed in concrete terms, even though the hierarchical
composition fixed in 1524 lingered until the nineteenth century. Di Nepi also proves
decisively the importance of economic and professional diversification, for example in
relation to the market in secondhand goods, an element underestimated by Stow.
Similarly, she explains the figure of the rabbis, as she finds that the rising families they
came from were key to the strength of the social life of the ghetto. The description of
their professional activity also as notaries provides a social characterization for those men
holding a central role in Stow’s book. The last two chapters are devoted to the
relationship between the Christian majority and the Jews. Members of the internal
hierarchy with the best connections, including personal connections, to the majority and
its political leaders were the most suitable to lead the group in order to protect it.

Thebook is generallywellwritten anda skillful recourse to examples lends itmore clarity.
Itwill not only contribute to the history of Jews andRome, but interest all readers concerned
with the social and economic history of early modern Italy, as it provides new information
that will be useful in the study of other minorities. On the other hand, both works, even
when read as case studies, would have benefited fromclear comparisonswith other areas. To
conclude, the books constitute a valid contribution to the knowledge of the history ofRome
and its Jewry, but combined— and they were produced by the same publisher— they are
also an example of what is methodologically possible using the same source. It would be
highly advantageous to read both together, not only for better comprehension of their main
theses, but also as a cumulative example of a prismatic approach.
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